SÃO PAULO, BRAZIL

FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER
YOUR OPPORTUNITY
Perform Installation, start‐up and test of the Sidel Equipment supplied to customer sites. Perform technical
assistance during and after the warranty period. Develop a good understanding of the customer needs to provide
objective advice and to ensure customer satisfaction.

YOUR SCOPE
■ Perform assembly, electronic maintenance preventive and corrective in machines - equipment of the group Sidel
(Blowers / or fillers).
■ Identify machines, equipment and installations defects of the Sidel group, by replacing the worn parts or
performing the necessary repair services, in order to ensure their proper functioning.
■ Meet the company expectations regarding of planning, discipline in the field, work schedules and every activity
developed schedules.
■ Transmit to the manger the requests of the clients regarding needs of parts, services, as well as new equipment.
■ Administer the technical documentation of the equipment received at the beginning of the activity.
■ Fill out your reports according to the specific procedure for each of them by making them availa- ble as the
standards and deadlines scheduled.
■ Available for trips.

YOUR PROFILE
Level of education and languages:
■
■
■
■
■
■

Bachelor Degree or Technical Degree in electronic area, automation and / or mechatronics;
Advanced level English (Intermediate can be considered)
Other certification may be considered;
Siemens Step 7, Graf7 and Simotion knowledge
Electrical machines knowledge and Danfoss frequency inverters in networks (Ethernet, Profibus) experience.
B&R Automotion Studio

Required experience and skills:
■ 2 years ‘experience in the industrial area performing maintenance on production lines equipment (food industry
experience will be a plus).

CONTACT
If you are interested in our proposal, please send your CV/resume with cover letter to:

denise.fernandes@gebocermex.com

By applying to this vacancy, the applicant acknowledges and agrees to the processing of his/her
personal data included in the job application.

www.sidel.com/careers

ABOUT SIDEL
The Sidel Group is formed by the union of two strong brands, Sidel and Gebo Cermex.
Together, we are a leading provider of equipment and services for packaging liquid, food,
home and personal care products in PET, can, glass and other materials.
With over 37,000 machines installed in more than 190 countries, we have nearly 170 years of
proven experience, with a strong focus on advanced systems, line engineering and innovation.
Our 5,000+ employees worldwide are passionate about providing complete solutions that fulfil
customer needs and boost the performance of their lines, products and businesses.
Delivering this level of performance requires that we continuously understand our customers’
challenges and commit to meeting their unique goals. We do this through dialogue, and by
understanding the needs of their markets, production and value chains. We complement this
by applying our strong technical knowledge and smart data analytics to support maximum
lifetime productivity to its full potential.
We call it Performance through Understanding.
Find out more at www.sidel.com and connect with us
blog.sidel.com

youtube.com/user/sidel

linkedin.com/company/sidel

twitter.com/Sidel_Intl

facebook.com/SidelInternational

www.sidel.com/careers

